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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a spectroscopy
module for dispersing light to detect the light.

Background Art

[0002] As a conventional spectroscopy module, Patent
Document 1 has disclosed, for example, that which is
provided with a light-transmitting supporting body, an in-
cident slit portion which makes light incident into the sup-
porting body, a concave diffraction grating for dispersing
the light made incident into the supporting body to reflect
the light and a diode for detecting the light dispersed and
reflected by the concave diffraction grating.
Patent Document 1: Japanese Published Examined Pat-
ent Application No. 3119917
[0003] US-A-6,081,331 describes a spectroscopy
module in accordance with the precharacterising portion
of claim 1. Other disclosures can be found in
US20040239931 and US20040196458.

Disclosure of the Invention

Problems to be Solved by the Invention

[0004] Nevertheless, in the above-described spectros-
copy module of Patent Document 1, upon attachment of
the incident slit portion and the diode to the supporting
body, there is a fear that a relative positional relationship
between the incident slit portion and the diode may de-
viate, thus resulting in a decrease in reliability of the spec-
troscopy module.
[0005] Now, the present invention has been made in
view of the above situation, an object of which is to pro-
vide a highly reliable spectroscopy module.

Means for Solving the Problems

[0006] In order to attain the above object, the spectros-
copy module of the present invention is defined in claim 1.
[0007] In the spectroscopy module, the light absorbing
layer has the first light-passing hole through which light
advancing to the spectroscopic portion passes and the
second light-passing hole through which light advancing
to the light detecting element passes. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to prevent the deviation of a relative positional re-
lationship between the first light-passing hole and the
second light-passing hole. Further, since the occurrence
of stray light is suppressed by the light absorbing layer
and the stray light is absorbed, the stray light can be
suppressed from being made incident into the light de-
tecting element. Therefore, according to the spectrosco-
py module, it is possible to improve the reliability.
[0008] In the spectroscopy module of the present in-
vention, it is preferable that the body portion is provided

with a plurality of light-transmitting members laminated
in a direction approximately orthogonal to the predeter-
mined plane. Further, it is more preferable that the light-
transmitting member is formed in a plate shape. Since
the spectroscopy module is constituted as described
above, it is possible to easily form the light absorbing
layer and implement the light detecting element on the
body portion.
[0009] In the spectroscopy module of the present in-
vention, it is preferable that a second light absorbing layer
is formed between adjacent light-transmitting members
in a direction approximately orthogonal to the predeter-
mined plane. Since the spectroscopy module is consti-
tuted as described above, it is possible to limit light which
advances to the body portion, while spreading, in such
a manner that the light can arrive at a desired region and
also more effectively suppress stray light from being
made incident into the light detecting element.
[0010] Where the body portion is made with glass and
the wiring is made with a metal, it is possible to prevent
the wiring from being broken due to the fact that the wiring
is more firmly attached to the body portion. In this in-
stance, the wiring is preferably provided with a light ab-
sorbing layer on the predetermined plane. Since the
spectroscopy module is constituted as described above,
it is possible to prevent stray light from being reflected in
a diffused manner by the wiring. Where the wiring is
formed upon an upper surface of the light absorbing layer
(6), while stray light is prevented from being reflected in
a diffused manner by the wiring, it is possible to suppress
the occurrence of the stray light by the light absorbing
layer and also secure the absorption of the stray light by
the light absorbing layer to a greater extent.

Effects of the Invention

[0011] According to the present invention, it is possible
to improve the reliability.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012]

Fig. 1 is a plan view of the spectroscopy module of
a first embodiment.

Fig. 2 is a cross sectional view taken along line II to
II shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a longitudinal sectional view of the spectros-
copy module of a second embodiment.

Fig. 4 is a longitudinal sectional view of the spectros-
copy module of another embodiment.

Fig. 5 is a longitudinal sectional view of the spectros-
copy module of another embodiment.
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Fig. 6 is a longitudinal sectional view showing the
vicinity of a spectroscopic portion of the spectrosco-
py module of another embodiment.

Description of Reference Numerals

[0013]

1: spectroscopy module
2: body portion
2a: front plane (predetermined plane)
21 to 23: light-transmitting members
3: spectroscopic portion
4: light detecting element
6, 7: light absorbing layer
6a,7a: light-passing hole (first light-passing hole)
6b,7b: light-passing hole (second light-passing hole)
9: wiring
13: light absorbing layer

Best Modes for Carrying Out the Invention

[0014] Hereinafter, a detailed description will be given
to preferred embodiments of the present invention by re-
ferring to the drawings. It is noted that in the individual
drawings, the same reference letters or numerals are giv-
en to the same and corresponding parts, with a overlap-
ping description omitted.

[First Embodiment]

[0015] As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, a spectroscopy
module 1 is provided with a light-transmitting body portion
2, a spectroscopic portion 3 for dispersing light L1 made
incident from a front plane (predetermined plane) 2a of
the body portion 2 into the body portion 2 to reflect the
light on the front plane 2a, and a light detecting element
4 supported on the front plane 2a to detect light L2 dis-
persed and reflected by the spectroscopic portion 3. The
spectroscopy module 1 is to disperse the light L1 into a
plurality of lights L2 by the spectroscopic portion 3 and
detect the light L2 by the light detecting element 4, there-
by measuring the wavelength distribution of the light L1,
the intensity of a specific wavelength component, or the
like.
[0016] The body portion 2 is provided with light-trans-
mitting members 21 to 23 laminated in a direction approx-
imately orthogonal to the front plane 2a. The light-trans-
mitting members 21, 22 are formed in a rectangular thin
plate shape by using light-transmitting glass or others
such as BK7, Pyrex (registered trademark) and quartz.
The light-transmitting member 23 is formed by using the
same materials as those of the light-transmitting member
21, 22, that is, a light-transmitting resin, a light-transmit-
ting organic-inorganic hybrid material or light-transmit-
ting low-menting-point glass for replica molding in a hem-
isphere or a curved-surface shape so as to give lens ef-
fects. And, for example, where the member is made with

the same material as the light-transmitting members 21,
22, it is pasted to the light-transmitting member 22 with
an optical resin or by direct bonding. The light-transmit-
ting member 23 acts as a lens for forming an image on
a light detecting portion 4a of the light detecting element
4 on the basis of the light L2 dispersed and reflected by
the spectroscopic portion 3.
[0017] The spectroscopic portion 3 is a reflection-type
grating having a diffraction layer 14 formed on the outer
surface of the light-transmitting member 23 and a reflec-
tion layer 5 formed on the outer surface of the diffraction
layer 14. The diffraction layer 14 is a serrated cross-sec-
tional blazed grating, a rectangular cross-sectional bina-
ry grating or a sinusoidal cross-sectional holographic
grating, or the like. It is formed, for example, by coating
a photosensitive resin on the outer surface of the light-
transmitting member 23 and then using a light-transmit-
ting mold made of quartz or the like (grating mold) to
subject the photosensitive resin to UV curing. Materials
of the diffraction layer 14 are made more stable when
heated and cured after UV curing. The reflection layer 5
is formed in a film shape, for example, by evaporating
Al, Au or the like on the outer surface of the diffraction
layer 14. It is noted that materials of the diffraction layer
14 shall not be limited to photosensitive resins but may
include photosensitive glass, photosensitive organic-in-
organic hybrid materials, heat-deformable resins/glass
or organic-inorganic hybrid materials.
[0018] The light detecting element 4 is a photodiode
array having the light detecting portion 4a in which long
photodiodes are arrayed one-dimensionally in a direction
approximately orthogonal to the longitudinal direction
thereof. In the light detecting element 4, the direction of
the one-dimensional array of photodiodes is approxi-
mately coincident with the longitudinal direction of the
light-transmitting members 21, 22 and also the light de-
tecting portion 4a is arranged so as to face the front plane
2a of the body portion 2. It is noted that the light detecting
element 4 shall not be limited to the photodiode array but
may include a C-MOS image sensor and a CCD image
sensor.
[0019] On the front plane 2a of the body portion 2 (that
is, the front plane of the light-transmitting member 21),
there is formed a light absorbing layer 6 having a light-
passing hole (first light-passing hole) 6a through which
light L1 advancing to the spectroscopic portion 3 passes
and a light-passing hole (second light-passing hole) 6b
through which light L2 advancing to the light detecting
portion 4a of the light detecting element 4 passes. The
light-passing hole 6a is a slit extending in a direction ap-
proximately orthogonal to the longitudinal direction of the
light-transmitting members 21, 22. The light absorbing
layer 6 is subjected to patterning so as to have the light-
passing holes 6a, 6b and integrally formed by using CrO,
a CrO-containing laminated film, black resist or the like.
[0020] Between the light-transmitting members 21, 22
adjacent to each other in a direction approximately or-
thogonal to the front plane 2a of the body portion 2, there
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is formed a light absorbing layer 7 having a light-passing
hole (first light-passing hole) 7a through which light L1
advancing to the spectroscopic portion 3 passes and a
light-passing hole (second light-passing hole) 7b through
which light L2 advancing to the light detecting portion 4a
of the light detecting element 4 passes. The light absorb-
ing layer 7 is formed on the back plane of the light-trans-
mitting member 21. Further, the light-transmitting mem-
ber 21 on which the light absorbing layer 7 is formed is
pasted to the light-transmitting member 22 by using an
optical resin 8 adjusted for the refraction index so that no
reflection can take place on a boundary face. The light
absorbing layer 7 is subjected to patterning so as to have
the light-passing holes 7a, 7b and integrally formed by
using CrO, a CrO-containing laminated film, black resist
or the like.
[0021] The light absorbing layer 6 is made rough on a
front plane, and a wiring 9 formed by using a single layer
of Al, Au or the like or a laminated film of Ti-Pt-Au, Ti-Ni-
An, Cr-Au or the like is formed on the front plane. The
wiring 9 is provided with a plurality of pad portions 9a
arranged around the light-passing hole 6b, a plurality of
pad portions 9b arranged at the ends of the light-trans-
mitting members 21, 22 in the longitudinal direction and
a plurality of connection portions 9c for connecting the
corresponding pad portions 9a and pad portions 9b. An
external terminal of the light detecting element 4 is elec-
trically connected to the pad portions 9a by flip chip bond-
ing, and a flexible printed board 11 for taking out an output
signal of the light detecting element 4 is electrically con-
nected to the pad portions 9b by wire bonding. The light
detecting element 4 is supported on the front plane 2a
of the body portion 2 in a state that the light detecting
portion 4a faces the light-passing hole 6b of the light ab-
sorbing layer 6, and an optical resin 12 adjusted for the
refraction index so that no reflection takes place on a
boundary face is loaded as an underfill resin between
the light detecting portion 4a and the front plane 2a.
[0022] An electrical insulation layer is preferably
formed in a film shape between the light absorbing layer
6 and the wiring 9 by using an insulating resin such as
SiO2, SiN or SiON. This is because where the light ab-
sorbing layer 6 is made with black resist, the black resist
is thermally affected and degenerated to be electrically
conductive due to carbon contained on the light absorb-
ing layer 6, and there may occur a short circuit if no elec-
trical insulation layer is formed.
[0023] In the above-constituted spectroscopy module
1, light L1 is made incident from the front plane 2a of the
body portion 2 via the light-passing hole 6a of the light
absorbing layer 6, advancing to the light-transmitting
member 21, the light-passing hole 7a of the light absorb-
ing layer 7, and the light-transmitting members 22, 23,
arriving at the spectroscopic portion 3, and dispersed into
a plurality of lights L2 by the spectroscopic portion 3. The
thus dispersed light L2 is reflected to the direction of the
front plane 2a of the body portion 2 by the spectroscopic
portion 3, advancing to the light-transmitting member

23,22, the light-passing hole 7b of the light absorbing layer
7, the light-transmitting member 21, the light-passing hole
6b of the light absorbing layer 6, arriving at the light de-
tecting portion 4a of the light detecting element 4, and
detected by the light detecting element 4.
[0024] As described so far, in the spectroscopy module
1, the light absorbing layer 6 having the light-passing hole
6a through which light L1 advancing to the spectroscopic
portion 3 passes and the light-passing hole 6b through
which light L2 advancing to the light detecting portion 4a
of the light detecting element 4 passes is formed inte-
grally by patterning. Therefore, it is possible to prevent
the deviation of a relative positional relationship between
the light-passing hole 6a and the light-passing hole 6b.
Further, since the occurrence of stray light is suppressed
by the light absorbing layer 6 and the stray light is ab-
sorbed, the stray light can be suppressed from being
made incident into the light detecting portion 4a of the
light detecting element 4. Therefore, according to the
spectroscopy module 1, it is possible to improve the re-
liability.
[0025] Further, the body portion 2 is provided with light-
transmitting members 21 to 23 laminated in a direction
approximately orthogonal to the front plane 2a, and the
light-transmitting member 21 having the front plane 2a is
also formed in a plate shape. Thereby, it is possible to
form the light absorbing layer 6 and implement the light
detecting element 4 at the body portion 2 in a simple
manner.
[0026] Still further, between the light-transmitting
members 21, 22 adjacent to each other in a direction ap-
proximately orthogonal to the front plane 2a of the body
portion 2, there is formed the light absorbing layer 7 hav-
ing the light-passing hole 7a through which light L1 ad-
vancing to the spectroscopic portion 3 passes and the
light-passing hole 7b through which light L2 advancing
to the light detecting portion 4a of the light detecting el-
ement 4 passes. Thereby, it is possible to limit light L1,
L2 which advance to the body portion 2 while spreading
in such a manner that they can arrive at a desired region
and also suppress more effectively stray light from being
made incident into the light detecting element 4.
[0027] In addition, the wiring 9 electrically connected
to the light detecting element 4 is formed on the front
plane (that is, the plane opposite to the front plane 2a of
the body portion 2) of the light absorbing layer 6. Thereby,
it is possible to prevent the stray light from being reflected
in a diffused manner by the wiring 9.

[Second embodiment]

[0028] The spectroscopy module 1 of a second em-
bodiment is different from the spectroscopy module 1 of
the above-described first embodiment in that the wiring
9 is formed on the front plane 2a of the body portion 2.
[0029] More specifically, as shown in Fig. 3, the wiring
9 is formed on the front plane 2a of the body portion 2,
a connection portion 9c of the wiring 9 is covered with
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the light absorbing layer 6, and pad portions 9a, 9b of
the wiring 9 are exposed from the light absorbing layer
6. Since the wiring 9 can be more firmly attached to the
body portion 2, it is possible to prevent the wiring 9 from
being broken.
[0030] Further, the wiring 9 is provided with a light ab-
sorbing layer 13 made with a single layer of CrO or the
like or a laminated film of Cr-CrO or the like on the front
plane 2a of the body portion 2. It is, therefore, possible
to prevent stray light from being reflected in a diffused
manner by the wiring 9.
[0031] The present invention shall not be limited to the
above-described first and second embodiments.
[0032] For example, as shown in Fig. 4, the body por-
tion 2 may be formed in such a shape that a semispherical
lens is cut out by two flat planes which are approximately
orthogonal to the flat plane portion thereof and also ap-
proximately parallel with each other. In this instance, the
flat plane portion of the semispherical lens is given as
the front plane 2a of the body portion 2, and the spectro-
scopic portion 3 is formed at a curved portion of the sem-
ispherical lens.
[0033] Further, as shown in Fig. 5, the body portion 2
may be such that the light-transmitting member 21 in a
long thin plate shape is pasted to a flat portion of the light-
transmitting member 22 formed so that the semispherical
lens is cut out by two flat planes approximately orthogonal
to the flat plane portion thereof and also approximately
parallel with each other with the use of an optical resin
or by direct bonding. In this instance, the front plane of
the light-transmitting member 21 is given as the front
plane 2a of the body portion 2, and the spectroscopic
portion 3 is formed at a curved portion of the light-trans-
mitting member 22.
[0034] Still further, as shown in Fig. 6, the light trans-
mitting member 23 which acts as a lens may be formed
integrally with the diffraction layer 14, for example, by
using light-transmitting low-melting point glass for replica
molding. Thereby, it is possible to simplify the manufac-
turing process and also prevent the deviation of a relative
positional relationship between the light-transmitting
member 23 and the diffraction layer 14.

Industrial Applicability

[0035] According to the present invention, it is possible
to improve the reliability.

Claims

1. A spectroscopy module (1) comprising: a light-trans-
mitting body portion (2) having a front surface and a
rear surface, the front surface defining a predeter-
mined plane (2a);
a spectroscopic portion (3) for dispersing light (L1)
made incident through a front surface of the body
portion (2) and into the body portion; the spectro-

scopic portion being formed at the rear surface of
the body portion (2) and being further configured to
reflect the light (L1) incident at the predetermined
plane (2a) of the front surface; and
a light detecting element (4) supported on the front
surface of the body portion (2), to detect the light (L2)
dispersed and reflected by the spectroscopic portion
(3);
wherein a light absorbing layer (6) having a first light-
passing hole (6a) through which light advancing to
the spectroscopic portion (3) passes and a second
light-passing hole (6b) through which light advancing
to the light detecting element (4) passes, is formed
on the front surface of the body portion (2); charac-
terized by:

wiring (9) electrically connected to the light de-
tecting element, the wiring being formed either
upon the front surface of the body portion (2) or
upon a front surface of the light absorbing layer
(6), the front surface being opposite to the front
surface of the body portion;
the wiring including a first pad portion (9a), a
second pad portion (9b), and a connection por-
tion (9c), the first pad portion (9a) being electri-
cally connected to the light detecting element
(4) and the second pad portion (9b) being elec-
trically connected to the first pad portion (9a) via
the connection portion (9c).

2. The spectroscopy module (1) as set forth in claim 1,
wherein the body portion (2) is provided with a plu-
rality of light-transmitting members (21, 22, 23) lam-
inated in a direction approximately orthogonal to the
predetermined plane (2a).

3. The spectroscopy module (1) as set forth in claim 2,
wherein the light-transmitting members (21, 22, 23)
are formed in a plate shape.

4. The spectroscopy module (1) as set forth in claim 2,
wherein a second light absorbing layer (7) is formed
between the light-transmitting members (21, 22) ad-
jacent to each other in a direction approximately or-
thogonal to the predetermined plane (2a).

Patentansprüche

1. Spektroskopisches Modul (1) Folgendes aufwei-
send: einen lichtdurchlässigen Körperabschnitt (2)
mit einer Vorderseite und einer Rückseite, wobei die
Vorderseite eine vorbestimmte Ebene (2a) definiert;
einen spektroskopischen Abschnitt (3) zur Streuung
von Licht (L1), das durch eine Vorderseite des Kör-
perabschnitts (2) und in den Körperabschnitt einfal-
len gelassen wird; wobei der spektroskopische Ab-
schnitt auf der Rückseite des Körperabschnitts (2)
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ausgebildet und weiterhin zur Reflexion des auf der
vorbestimmten Ebene (2a) der Vorderseite einfal-
lenden Lichts (L1) konfiguriert ist; und
ein auf die Vorderseite des Körperabschnitts (2) auf-
gelegtes Lichtnachweiselement (4) zum Nachweis
des durch den spektroskopischen Abschnitt (3) ge-
streuten und reflektierten Lichts (L2);
wobei eine lichtabsorbierende Schicht (6) mit einem
ersten Lichtdurchgangsloch (6a), durch das zu dem
spektroskopischen Abschnitt (3) wanderndes Licht
hindurchläuft, und einem zweiten Lichtdurchgangs-
loch (6b), durch das zu dem Nachweiselement (4)
wanderndes Licht hindurchläuft, auf der Vorderseite
des Körperabschnitts (2) ausgebildet ist; gekenn-
zeichnet durch:

mit dem Lichtnachweiselement elektrisch ver-
bundene Verkabelung (9), wobei die Verkabe-
lung entweder auf der Vorderseite des Körper-
abschnitts (2) oder auf einer Vorderseite der
lichtabsorbierenden Schicht (6) ausgebildet ist,
wobei die Vorderseite der Vorderseite des Kör-
perabschnitts gegenüberliegend ist;
wobei die Verkabelung einen ersten Feld-
abschnitt (9a), einen zweiten Feldabschnitt (9b)
und einen Verbindungsabschnitt (9c) ein-
schließt, wobei der erste Feldabschnitt (9a) mit
dem Lichtnachweiselement (4) elektrisch ver-
bunden ist und der zweite Feldabschnitt (9b) mit
dem ersten Feldabschnitt (9a) über den Verbin-
dungsabschnitt (9c) elektrisch verbunden ist.

2. Spektroskopisches Modul (1) nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei der Körperabschnitt (2) mit einer Mehrzahl von
lichtdurchlässigen Elementen (21, 22, 23) bereitge-
stellt ist, die in einer Richtung ungefähr senkrecht
zur vorbestimmten Ebene (2a) laminiert sind.

3. Spektroskopisches Modul (1) nach Anspruch 2, wo-
bei die lichtdurchlässigen Elemente (21; 22; 23) in
einer Plattenform ausgebildet sind.

4. Spektroskopisches Modul (1) nach Anspruch 2, wo-
bei eine zweite lichtabsorbierende Schicht (7) zwi-
schen den einander gegenüber liegenden licht-
durchlässigen Elementen (21; 22) in einer Richtung
ungefähr senkrecht zur vorbestimmten Ebene (2a)
ausgebildet ist.

Revendications

1. Module de spectroscopie (1) comprenant : une par-
tie de corps de transmission de lumière (2) ayant
une surface avant et une surface arrière, la surface
avant définissant un plan prédéterminé (2a) ;
une partie spectroscopique (3) pour disperser de la
lumière (L1) rendue incidente à travers une surface

avant de la partie de corps (2) et dans la partie de
corps ; la partie spectroscopique étant formée au ni-
veau de la surface arrière de la partie de corps (2)
et étant en outre configurée pour réfléchir la lumière
(L1) incidente au niveau du plan prédéterminé (2a)
de la surface avant ; et
un élément de détection de lumière (4) supporté sur
la surface avant de la partie de corps (2), pour dé-
tecter la lumière (L2) dispersée et réfléchie par la
partie spectroscopique (3) ;
dans lequel une couche d’absorption de lumière (6)
ayant un premier trou de passage de lumière (6a) à
travers lequel passe de la lumière avançant vers la
partie spectroscopique (3) et un second trou de pas-
sage de lumière (6b) à travers lequel passe de la
lumière avançant vers l’élément de détection de lu-
mière (4), est formée sur la surface avant de la partie
de corps (2) ; caractérisé par :

un câblage (9) connecté électriquement à l’élé-
ment de détection de lumière, le câblage étant
formé soit sur la surface avant de la partie de
corps (2), soit sur une surface avant de la couche
d’absorption de lumière (6), la surface avant
étant opposée à la surface avant de la partie de
corps ;
le câblage comprenant une première partie de
plot (9a), une seconde partie de plot (9b) et une
partie de connexion (9c), la première partie de
plot (9a) étant connectée électriquement à l’élé-
ment de détection de lumière (4) et la seconde
partie de plot (9b) étant connectée électrique-
ment à la première partie de plot (9a) par l’inter-
médiaire de la partie de connexion (9c).

2. Module de spectroscopie (1) selon la revendication
1, dans lequel la partie de corps (2) est munie d’une
pluralité d’éléments de transmission de lumière (21,
22, 23) stratifiés dans une direction approximative-
ment orthogonale au plan prédéterminé (2a).

3. Module de spectroscopie (1) selon la revendication
2, dans lequel les éléments de transmission de lu-
mière (21, 22, 23) sont formés en forme de plaque.

4. Module de spectroscopie (1) selon la revendication
2, dans lequel une seconde couche d’absorption de
lumière (7) est formée entre les éléments de trans-
mission de lumière (21, 22) adjacents l’un à l’autre
dans une direction approximativement orthogonale
au plan prédéterminé (2a).
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